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POSITIVE p-SUMMING OPERATORS ON LP-SPACES

OSCAR BLASCO

ABSTRACT. It is shown that for any Banach space B every positive p-sum-

ming operator from Lp (ß) in B, 1/p + 1/p' = 1, is also cone absolutely

summing. We also prove here that a necessary and sufficient condition that B

has the Radon-Nikodym property is that every positive p-summing operator

T: Lp (p) —> B is representable by a function / in Lp(p, B).

1. Introduction. In this paper we shall be concerned with a weaker con-

cept than a p-absolutely summing operator [5] and stronger than a p-concave one

[4]. This concept makes sense when we are dealing with operators T in L{X,B),

with A a Banach lattice. An operator which maps positive sequences {xn} with

suP||illx*<i ^ K£'2:n)lP < °o in sequences {Txx} such that Y^ ||Tin||p < oo will be

called a positive p-summing operator.

In case p = 1, such operators are called order summing [2] or cone absolutely

summing operators [7] and for 1 < p < oo they have already been considered by the

author in [1]. Here we shall investigate the space of positive p-summing operators

for spaces C(fi) and Lr{p) (1 < r < oo). We shall find that for any Banach space

B the positive p-summing operators from LP {p) in B denoted by AP{LP {p),B),

with 1/p + 1/p' = 1, are also cone absolutely summing ones.

We shall obtain a necessary and sufficient condition such that B has the Radon-

Nikodym property in terms of these operators. This condition can be written as

follows:

Ap{Lp'{p),B) = L"{p,B)     for some p, 1 < p < oo.

2. Definitions and preliminary results. Throughout this paper A will de-

note a Banach lattice, B a Banach space, and L{X, B) the space of bounded oper-

ators from A into B. We shall write p' for the number such that 1/p + 1/p' = 1.

DEFINITION 1. Let 1 < p < oo. An operator T: X —> B is said to be positive p-

summing if there exists a constant C > 0 such that for every xi,X2, ■ ■ ■ ,xn, positive

elements in A, we have

/   n \1/P /   n \ !/P

(1) £lMp       <c   SUp    MTlvC'1')!"       •

We shall denote by AP(A, B) the space of positive p-summing operators. This

space becomes a Banach space with the norm || ||A given by the infimum of the

constants verifying (1).
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For p = oo we consider A«, (A, B) = L{X, B) and ||T||Aoo = ||T||.

We shall also denote by np(A, B) and CP{X, B) the spaces of p-absolutely sum-

ming and p-concave operators respectively (see [5, 4]).

A simple use of the duality {lp)* = lp leads us to the following useful equality:

i/p

(2)

where

su? hri«'
llíllx-<i  \~t

x,) sup
aeU+,

^CtiXi

¿=1

CT+ = j a = (at)r=1 : ¿ k-|p' < 1, Oí > 01

The first fact we shall notice is the relationship between these three types of

operators.

Proposition 1.

np(A, B) g AP{X, B) Q CP{X, B)       (1 < p < oo).

PROOF. The first inclusion is completely obvious. To see the second one, let us

take T in AP(A,B) and Xi,X2,...,xn in A,

in \1/p /  n \1/p        /  n \ Vp

Y,\\Tx p
HIß < Eii^+i £ iir*r

<¿=i vi=l u=l

< liriiA, i sup

<2||r||Ap sup

t=l

n

Ea¿lX¿l

+ sup Ea^
¿=1

¿=1 X

By using the homogeneous functional calculus in a lattice given by Krivine we

have that
n /  n \ !/P

X>*w< x>,r for all aGU^,

i=l vt=i

and then
<  n \ 1/P

£||7X||£ <2||T||Ap
u=i /

£W
i/p

^¿=1 X

SoTeCp(A,ß).   d
REMARKS. Let us give two examples to realize that these inclusions may be

strict.

In Proposition 3 below we shall prove that Ap{L1{p),B) = L{L1{p),B) for all

P, 1 < P < co- On the other hand if we consider B a Banach space without the

Radon-Nikodym property then there will exist an operator T: Lx{p) —> B which is

not representable by a function (see [2]). Therefore this operator T cannot belong

to Hp{L1{p), B) since every p-absolutely summing operator is weakly compact and

these last ones are always representables (see [2, p. 75]).
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An example of a p-concave operator and a nonpositive p-summing one may

simply be the identity I : lp —» lp for 1 < p < 2. This fact can be shown by taking

{en} as the usual basis in V and by noticing that

£|M
1/p

,1/p

\i=l

and
i/p

sup   £i<e, e. = sup neiip< sup iiíiip.<i.
.<1

We state here two facts which we shall use later. Part (3) is immediate and part

(4) can be proved by standard arguments.

(3)

(4)

Proposition 2.

If X\ Q X2, Ai = A2, and 1 < p < 00, then

Ap{X2,B)gAp{X1,B),

Ap{X,B)QAq{X,B)     ifl<p<q< 00.

3. The main results. In this section we shall denote by fi a compact space

and by (fi, A,p) a finite measure space. We shall write Lp{p,B) for the space of

measurable functions on 0 with

= (/nll/(i)llp^) < 00.

The p-absolutely summing operators for Lr-spaces have been considered by sev-

eral authors, for instance in [4, 6]. Here we shall study the positive p-summing

ones, obtaining some analogous results.

Proposition 3.   Let l < p < 00.

(5) np(C(fi), B) = AP{C{U), B) = CP{C{U), B),

(6) Ap{L\p),B) = L{L\p),B).

PROOF We can obtain (5) as an easy consequence of the following fact.

For tpi,ip2,■ ■ ■ ,ipn belonging to C(Q), by using (2) we have

Ew
i/p

u=i

= sup   £|^(i)|f

1/p

C(il)
ten

K.i=l

= sup sup
ten aeU+

sup

^Vi(i)«.
¿=1

i=l c(n)
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From (3) it suffices to show that Ai{L1{p),B) = L{L1{p),B) to see (6).  Now

given ipi,ilJ2,... ,yjn >0 in L1{p) and T an operator in L(Lx{p), B) we have

£iro DWb < itiiEi--MU ITU-
i=l ¿=1 ¿=i

= ||T||     sup    £|(^>l-
<P€L°°(u)^

IMI=o<l

Therefore T belongs to A, (L1 {p), B).    D

Theorem 1.

(7) Ap{Lp'{p),B) = A1{Lp'{p),B)     for 1 < p < oo.

PROOF. Cases p = 1 and p = oo are already proved. Let us suppose 1 <

p < oo and let us take T in AP{LP {p), B). We are going to see that T belongs to

A1{Lp'{p),B).

Let us consider the finitely additive measure G: A —> B defined by G{E) =

T{xe) for all measurable sets E. It is easy to verify that G is countably additive.

Now given E in A and denoting by tte the finite partitions of E, by Holder's

inequality and from (2) we have the following:

|G|(JE) = suPEl|G(Al)||
XE ¿=1

= sup¿||T(p(Aí)-1/p'-XAl)||p(AI)1/p'
*E i=i

( n p\ 1/P

= suP ^llriXAO-^'xA,) -p{Eyipl

Ea¿MA)~1/p'-XA,
¿=i

<p{EY'p -\\T\\Kp  sup
aeu+,

= \\T\\Ap-p{E)1/p'.

From this it follows that |67| is a finite positive measure which is absolutely

continuous with respect to p. Therefore the Radon-Nikodym theorem implies that

there exists a function g > 0 in Ll{p) with |C7|(£) = JE g{t) dp for all E in A. Let

us prove that g belongs to Lp{p). Indeed, since

llffllp = sup<   /  g{t)s{t)dp : s = J2a*XEt, \\s\\p> < 1> ,

then it is clear that

(   n n \

\\g\\p < sup I E |G|(^i) ■ «¿ : £ <V(^) < 1, <* > 0 \.
.¿=i ¿=i
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By checking this sum we have

E \G\(Ei]ai = £ ( supE ||G(í;m)|| ) at
¿=i \"ai 1=1

* sup I££iiG(^>;)K¿>£<>(^.¿) ^1\-
xn i»=ii=i

So we obtain that

(mm \

£||G(Afc)||-&: E/3fcV(Afc)<l, m€N,A>0
fc=i fc=i J

£ ||T(p(Afc)-1/p'xAj|| ■ Ik, £ -tf' < 1, m € N,-yfc > 0 I
¿=i fc=i J
(m \ 1/P

EimM^)-1/p'-xAjip    <imiAp.
¿=i y

From this \\g\\p = ||T||Ap.

Now since ||T(xb)|| < JqXe • g{t) dp we can obtain

(8) \\T{vj)\\ < / mt)\g{t)dp     for all vj G Lp'{p).
Jn

From (8) it is easy to verify that T belongs to A\{LP {p),B).   Indeed, given

V'li ̂ 2, • ■ •, ifrn > 0 in Lp {p) we have

¿l|T(^)ll<¿/^(í)ff(í)^
~TT ~1 Jn¿=i ¿=i

Msil>i{t)    dp < \\g\\p
i=l Lp'(m)

Therefore ||T||ap = ||T||a,, and this finished the proof.    D

Let us remark that Rosenthal's result [6] together with the fact, proved by

Lindenstrauss and Pelczynski in [3], that n2{C{ü),Lp{p)) = L{C{ü),Lp{p)) for

1 < P < 2 allow us to state that for any Banach space B

(9) U2{Lp{p),B) = U1{Lp{p),B)     forl<p<2.

This result has an analogue in our context.

Corollary l.   If l < p < 2, then

A2{L"{p),B) = A1{Lp{p),B).

Let us recall that B has the Radon-Nikodym property if and only if every oper-

ator T in L{L1{p),B) is representable by a function / in L°°{p,B); in our termi-

nology,

(10) A00{L1{p),B)=L°°{p,B).

This result can be extended for every value of p.
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First of all, every function / in Lp{p, B) determines an operator L : Lp {p) —> B

given by

TM= f f{W{t)dp-
in

It is simple computation to verify that T belongs to Ai{Lp {p),B) and therefore

to AP{LP {p),B). This means that Lp{p,B) g AP{LP {p),B). In addition we have

the following

THEOREM 2.     Let 1 < p < oo.  The following are equivalent:

(a) B has the Radon-Nikodym property.

{b)Ap{Lp'{p),B) = Lp{p,B).

PROOF. Let us suppose B has the Radon-Nikodym property and let us take T

inAp{Lp'{p),B).

By considering G{E) = T{xe) we proved in Theorem 1 that G is a measure

absolutely continuous with respect to p and with bounded variation. The Radon-

Nikodym property of B implies the existence of a function f in L1{p,B) such that

G{E) = JEf{t)dp.
Therefore |G|(i?) = fE ||/(t)|| dp and as in the demonstration of Theorem 1 it

can be shown that / belongs to Lp{p,B) and, besides, T is representable by /.

To see the converse let us suppose AP{LP {p),B) — Lp{p,B) and let us take

an operator T in L{Ll{p),B). From (6) and (3) we have T in AP{LP {p),B) and

therefore T is representable by a function in Lp{p, B), this is T{ip) = jn ip{t)f{t) dp

for every simple function u).

Finally a standard argument shows that / actually belongs to L°° {p, B) and

T{vj) = fn f{t)ip{t) dp for all ip in L1{p).     D
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